rules that make the simplified procedure finite, and tie the development to results underlying the pseudo primal-dual method. As already intimated, several of these results and those of Young 
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The matrix A0 is dual feasible if aoj? 0 for j= 1, ,n, and primal feasible if aio0 0 for i= 1, ***, m+n. As is well known, an optimal solution to PI is immediately given by X= Ao when both primal and dual feasibility hold. The pure integer programming problem P2, which provides the chief focus of this paper, is the same as PI except that the components of X are additionally required to be integers. Following the lead of Young,[6' we will specify a method for solving P2 that yields a nonnegative (primal feasible) integer X and a nondecreasing value of xo at each stage of the solution process. t To provide a foundation for this method, we review the vert The value of such an approach is at least threefold. First, it is possible to begin with a known feasible integer solution and obtain progressively better ones. Second, one may discontinue the process of solving P2 at any stage and still have a workable, if not optimal, solution. Third, the method typically provides a range of feasible integer solutions instead of single best one, which may be useful in certain sion of the simplex algorithm that exhibits the same characteristics in solving P1 except that the successive X vectors may not be integer. THE 5. Let !,-=xv and lj=-t for jPs. Designate A and T to be the current A matrix and T vector, and return to instruction 1.
Because the PSA is quite effective for solving P1, it is natural to seek an adaptation of this algorithm for solving P2 that maintains A primal feasible and integer at each stage. The first step toward such an adaptation (the Rudimentary Primal Algorithm) is straightforward, and has apparently been rediscovered on several occasions (see, e.g., references 1, 5, and 6). On the other hand, it is obvious that if equation (2) as determined by 3A were adjoined to X = A T, then it would qualify to be selected as equation v in instruction 3 of the PSA. Also, the coefficient a,, bequeathed by instruction 3A is always 1 ([ais/aiJ). These facts clearly assure that the successive A matrices determined by the RPA will be all integer and primal feasible. Unfortunately, however, there is no assurance that the RPA will converge to an optimal integer solution.
In a highly original paper,[" Young showed how the RPA could be extended by the addition of a complex set of rules to produce a finite primal integer algorithm. Subsequently, certain ideas and procedure from reference 3 gave rise to a markedly simpler set of rules which Young was the first to justify by a slight modification of his earlier results. This justification, however, remained complicated. Relying still more heavily on reference 3, we now introduce an alternate framework that provides the simpler rules from a few elementary theorems, and in addition provides other rules that lead to a convergent algorithm. By reference to this fact, Young then gives the following prescription for the selection of the source equation: use any rule that assures, for each i> 1 (including i= r), ai8<af0 will occur at finite intervals. Theorem 3 provides a ready mechanism for implementing this prescription, as indicated by our foregoing remarks.
We will here give some alternate choice rules that also prodt ce a convergent primal algorithm and are easily justified within the framework of our present development. The first rule is slightly more flexible than the one given above.? Consequently, Rule 1 is meaningful and can be implemented by repeatedly selecting equation i as the source equation until aj8 is decreased, unless A becomes dual feasible and the algorithm terminates first. We prove that this rule provides a finite algorithm as follows.
-Justification of Rule 1: As observed earlier, Ao can be changed only a finite number of times. Hence, for each i, there exists a finite constant Us such that a0o < Ui for all values assumed by ajo. Assume that Rule 1 is not finite. Then there is an infinite set T of A matrices in which a,.5! !ao ? U,. Since A.* is lexicographically strictly increasing and a03 <0 it follows that ao, can only assume a finite number of values in T and hence must eventually become constant (both in T and outside of T). Applying this argument to successive components of As*, at least one of which must be unbounded, there exists an index q _ 1 such that for all A matrices after an initial finite number (call the infinite remaining set of matrices S), a* > U, aqo and a*!c is nondecreasing for all i: q. But at some point in S, Rule 1 will reduce a8 for some i -q such that a*8 >aio, which is impossible. This completes the justification.t
The second rule we give has a somewhat different character than the first, drawing on additional results underlying the Pseudo Primal-Dual Algorithm. The Pseudo Primal-Dual Algoxiithm establishes dual feasibilityt by a strict increase in the first nonzero component of A8 at each step, thus providing a more evident push toward convergence than the successive lexicographic increases in A,*. In the interest of achieving comparable advances toward convergence with a primal algorithm, one is tempted to select a source equation whenever possible that will result in aoj>ao8. The somewhat surprising fact is that such a choice will indeed produce a finite algorithm, as we now show.
Rule 2: At finite intervals: select as source equation (if possible) one that will result in do >>aos, and continue the selection of source equations by this criterion until there are none that satisfy it.
As a basis for establishing the validity of this rule, we introduced t It is clear from this proof that a,0 and ajo may alternately be replaced by U,
and Us in the specification of Rule 1. Also, it is unnecessary to require ais to be decreased unless it has been nondecreasing for some finite duration. The solution X= A, for A, given in Matrix 3 is optimal. Nevertheless, it requires three additional steps to verify this fact. Matrix 6 is both primal and dual feasible, thus verifying that the optimal solution has been obtained.t
